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1. IntroductionIn many applications, ranging from population biology to structural vi-brations, one models dynamic behavior with a distributed model, such as apartial di�erential equation (PDE). In quantitative situations one wishes tomake predictions concerning the system based on the mathematical model.To do so requires knowledge of system parameters which may not be directlymeasurable. Hence, the model must be �t to observed data to determinethese parameters. In most cases, observations of the system are corruptedby some sort of measurement errors. An important aspect of many appliedproblems is assessing the �t of a model to observed data. One particularquestion that arises is the impact of measurement uncertainty on parameterestimates obtained from such a �t. It is our goal in this work to examinesome statistical procedures, based on empirical distributions, which will al-low us to analyze the e�ect of measurement error on parameter estimates.For an example of a distributed parameter estimation problem, weconsider an experiment in which a exible beam, clamped at one end andfree at the other, is deformed to an initial deection and then released tovibrate freely. A commonly-used model of a vibrating beam is the Euler-Bernoulli equation�@2u@t2 (x; t) +  @u@t (x; t) + @2@x2 hEI @2u@x2 (x; t) + cDI @3u@x2@t (x; t)i = 0;for t > 0; 0 < x < `; where u(x; t) denotes the displacement ofthe beam at position x along its axis and at time t, � is the linear massdensity,  is the viscous damping coe�cient, EI is the sti�ness, and cDIis the Kelvin-Voigt damping coe�cient. The initial displacement u(x; 0) isknown, and the beam is initially at rest, so that @u=@t is initially 0. Thebeam is assumed to be clamped at x = 0 and free at x = `; conditionswhich determine the boundary conditions. We set q = (; cDI; EI), todenote the vector of parameters for the problem, and we include explicitlythe parameter dependence of the solution with the notation u(x; t; q):In our example, we place an accelerometer at the tip of the beam, sothat we obtain a sequence of acceleration measurements over a period of2



time. We denote by fbutt(`; tk)gnk=1 the collection of acceleration measure-ments. If the model accurately represents the experimental system, onemight expect that butt(`; tk) � utt(`; tk; q�); for some value of q�: The usualinverse problem is to estimate the parameter vector q� from these observa-tions. Statistical tasks center on the relationship of the model to the dataand the impact of this relationship on the parameter estimates.In Fitzpatrick [10], and Banks and Fitzpatrick [3], this nonlinear leastsquares problem was examined within the context of hypothesis testing forparameter estimators. These results are very much in the spirit of analysisof variance (ANOVA) testing, in which one compares the least squaresresiduals obtained by di�erent estimators. Further asymptotic results inlight of functional invariance principles were obtained in [16]. Applied tocertain biological problems, such as uid transport in brain tissue, thesetests provided insight into various modeling questions such as the role ofconvection in grey and white matter (see [3]). However, in [2], when thesetests were applied to structural vibration problems, we found them to be\too powerful," due to the point hypothesis nature of the ANOVA test.In many such problems one needs to test an interval hypothesis. Possiblealternatives to ANOVA-type tests are Bayesian methods (see for example[11]) and Monte Carlo methods. Both of these techniques require preciseknowledge of the measurement error distribution.Another interesting question which cannot be approached with theframework of [3] involves testing observation errors for spatial uniformity.In [1], a size structured model for larval striped bass populations was con-sidered. Here a distributed model was �t to observations using least squarestechniques, and the above-mentioned ANOVA statistics were used to studychanges in mortality rates. These tests seemed to work well only whendata from �sh of smaller sizes was omitted from the least squares �t, sug-gesting that the errors were not identically distributed over the size struc-ture. Formally applying Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests rejected at all levelsthe hypothesis of independent, identically distributed errors; however, theKolmogorov-Smirnov test is not applicable in cases in which parametersare estimated. 3



Our goal in this work is to derive a number of asymptotic results fora sequence of empirical or sample distributions for measurement errors ina least squares framework. The impact of such a study is that the sampledistribution can be used for various statistical inference tasks, such as test-ing the data for bias, implementing a Monte Carlo, bootstrap, or empiricalBayes inference scheme. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. InSection 2, we set up the least squares framework and state some previousresults of [2, 3, 10] for easy references in the subsequent sections. Section3 is devoted to the almost sure convergence of the empirical distributions,which is obtained by means of constructing lower and upper bounds ofthe empirical distribution function. Then, the rate of convergence is dealtwith in Section 4. Employing weak convergence methods, we show thata suitably scaled version of the empirical distribution converges weakly toa Gaussian random element. Section 5 treats further extensions to two-sample and many sample problems, and we conclude with some remarksconcerning implementation and further work in Section 6.2. Empirical Distributions in Least Squares Identi�cationThe least squares identi�cation problem that we consider here can bedescribed as follows. We have a sequence of observations fYkg withYk = f(xk; q�) + "k; 1 � k � n; (2:1)where fxkg (with xk 2 X � IRr , 1 � k � n) is a collection of settingsat which the observations are made, f(x; q) is a parameterized function,called the model function, and f"kg denotes the measurement error. Thefunction f typically arises from a di�erential equation model describing thesystem. The idea here is that the \true parameter" q� is unknown: we wishto estimate it by �tting the observations fYkg to f . In what follows, weassume q� lies in a known set Qad, referred to as the admissible parameterset. This set incorporates various constraints on the parameters, which ingeneral depend on the speci�c application. To estimate the parameter q�,we minimize the mean square objective functionJn(q) = 1n nXk=1(Yk � f(xk ; q))2; (2:2)4



and we denote by qn a minimizer over Qad:One important ingredient for inference is the distribution of the obser-vation error "k. Unfortunately, f"kg is not observable. To overcome thisdi�culty, we estimate the errors by:"nk = Yk � f(xk; qn); (2:3)where qn minimizes Jn over Qad: Since Yk is the actual observation at timek and qn is the parameter estimator, f"nkg is e�ectively an approximatingsequence of the observation errors f"kg. More generally, we de�ne"k(~q) = Yk � f(xk; ~q);which represents an estimate of the error based on ~q, which may be a �xedvalue or a random variable. Note, of course, that "nk = "k(qn):In order to study the distribution of "k, we de�ne an empirical distri-bution functionF̂n(t; ~q) = 1n nXk=1 If"k(~q)�tg= 1n (# of "k(~q); k � n; "k(~q) � t) ; (2:4)which is based on the estimated errors, instead of the unobservable \true"errors.Of course, the behavior of this empirical distribution depends heavilyon the behavior of the estimator ~q on which it is based. Thus, we reviewsome results on least squares estimators. These results will provide thefoundation for our study of the empirical distribution. To proceed, we �rstmake the following assumptions:(A1) The sequence f"kg is a sequence of independent and identicallydistributed (i.i.d.) random variables with E"k = 0, E"2k = �2 <1.(A2) The set Qad is a compact subset of a complete, separable metricspace Q: The set X is a compact subset of IRr: The function f : Q! C(X)is continuous, where C(X) denotes the space of continuous functions de�nedon X: 5



(A3) The sequence fxkg is a subset of X and there exists a �nitemeasure � on X, such that for each bounded and continuous function h,1nPnk=1 h(xk) n�! RX hd�:(A4) The functional J�(q) = �2+RX (f(x; q�)�f(x; q))2d� has a uniqueminimizer q� 2 Int Qad � Int Q, where Int G denotes the interior of theset G.(A5) The set Q is a subset of IRr; and that for each x, f(x; �), is twicecontinuously di�erentiable. In addition, the matrixT = @2J�(q�)=@q2 = 2 ZX @f(x; q�)@q @f 0(x; q�)@q d�(x)is positive de�nite.Assumption (A1) gives us a simple statistical model of the error. Therestrictions contained in (A2) are typical of those required in general frame-works for analysis of inverse problems (see in particular, Section IV. 8 of[4]). Assumption (A3) controls the manner in which the measurement sam-ple is increased in size. Assumption (A4) is known as identi�ability, andthe technical condition that the \true" parameter lie in the interior can-not be removed (see [3, 10]). The extra assumptions of (A5) are neededfor the asymptotic distribution theory, which is analyzed through lineariza-tion. Verifying (A4) and (A5) is a task that depends heavily on the speci�cproblem. For more on the motivation and applicability of these conditions,we refer the readers to the papers [2, 3, 10].Note that continuity of f and compactness of Qad guarantee the exis-tence of a minimizer qn of Jn. The following results, which can be foundin [2, 3, 10], will be used heavily in the sequel.Proposition 2.1. Under the above conditions (A1)|(A4)(1) for each q 2 Q, P (limn Jn(q) = J�(q)) = 1 and the convergence isuniform on each compact subset of Q.(2) P (limn qn = q�) = 1. If, additionally, we assume that (A5) holds, thenwe have 6



(3) pn(qn � q�) n�!N (0; 2�2T �1) in distribution. In the above N (0; S)denotes a normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance S.In fact, more far reaching convergence and rate of convergence resultshave been obtained: interested readers are referred to [16] for the corre-sponding functional limit results which exploit the `dynamic' behavior ofthe estimation sequence. We now proceed to the study of the empiricaldistributions F̂n; beginning with consistency.3. Almost sure convergence of F̂nAs was mentioned before, in a wide variety of situations, one may wishto monitor closely how the random noise comes into play. Since the trueerror sequence f"kg is not observable, it is then necessary to analyze anestimate, such as the sequence f"nkg. Notice that the sequence de�ned by(2.3) actually depends on qn, so that "nk are not even independent.For the distribution function de�ned in (2.4), we wish to derive a resultanalogous to the well-known Glivenko-Cantelli's Theorem. However, fromTaylor's theorem and the assumptions and results of the previous section,we have that"nk = "k + �@f(xk ; �qn)@q �0 (q� � qn) = "k + os(1); (3:1)where �qn is a vector with all of its components sitting between q� andqn, and os(1) n�!0 w.p.1. uniformly in k < n. Eq. (3.1) indicates thatf"nkg behaves asymptotically like f"kg. We shall see below exactly how theempirical distributions based on these sequences are related.Let the common distribution function of "k be F (t). Similar to (2.4),we write Fn(t; q�) = 1n nXk=1 If"k�tg: (3:2)Note that Fn(t; q�) is the empirical distribution for samples obtained fromthe sequence f"kg. Since these errors are not observable, this distributionis not computable from the data. However, as we shall see below, it is ofgreat importance in the proofs of our results.7



Theorem 3.1. Assume that (A1) and (A2) hold, that ~qn ! q� w.p.1, andthat F (�; q) is continuous for each q 2 Q: Then,P �limn F̂n(t; ~qn) = F (t; q�)� = 1;and the convergence is uniform in t.Proof: We prove this theorem by using a \squeezing" argument; i.e.,we shall �nd lower and upper bounds for "nk and then show the bounds havethe same limit. Letln = infx (f(x; q�) � f(x; ~qn)); un = supx (f(x; q�) � f(x; ~qn)) (3:3)Then, "k + ln � "nk � "k + un: (3:4)This implies that if "k+un � t, then "nk � t and "k+ ln � t. Consequently,f"k + un � tg � f"nk � tg � f"k + ln � tg: (3:5)Therefore, for the corresponding indicator functions, we haveIf"k+un�tg � If"nk�tg � If"k+ln�tg:This then yieldsFn(t� un; q�) � F̂n(t; ~qn) � Fn(t� ln; q�): (3:6)By virtue of the well-known Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (see for example [5]and the references therein), Fn(�) ! F (�) uniformly in t. Owing to thestrong consistency of f~qng and the continuity of f , t � un n�!t w.p.1 andt � ln n�!t w.p.1. By virtue of the continuity of F (�), both the left-handside and the right-hand side of (3.6) tend to F (t; q�) uniformly in t. Thetheorem is thus proved.As seen in Section 2 above, the assumptions (A1){(A4) guarantee thestrong consistency for the least squares estimator qn; hence, Theorem 3.1gives us the �rst result of interest{strong consistency of the empirical dis-tributions using the least squares estimator. The reason for the slightly8



more general setting is to allow for other possible estimators{particularlyregularized least squares estimators (see [11]).4. Normalized error sequencesIn this section, we wish to establish a weak convergence theorem forthe sequence Ŵn(t) = pn(F̂n(t; qn)� F (t; q�)): (4:1)This can be considered as a rate of convergence result. In addition, itprovides an approach to estimating distributions of statistics which cantest for questions such as biases in data and goodness of �t of certain errordistributions.The convergence result of the previous section states merely that theconvergence is uniform, with probability one, and no extra function spacestructure is required. However, to develop a weak convergence theory, wewill rely heavily on general results developed for random processes in aparticular space of functions. We denote by D = D(�1;1) the spaceof real-valued functions, de�ned on the interval (�1;1), which are rightcontinuous, and have left limits. This space allows for the type of disconti-nuities that are inherent in empirical distributions. Moreover, this space isa complete separable metric space when endowed with the Skorohod met-ric (functions are \close" in this metric if they are \uniformly close" whereone is smooth and if their discontinuities are close). The framework ofweak convergence in D provides exible tools for analysis of our empiricalprocess. For a general development of the Skorohod topology and weakconvergence in D, see for example [5], [6], [9], [13], or [14].To derive the desired result, we need one more assumption:(A6) The sequence f"kg has a common density function �"(�) which iscontinuous on (�1;1):We thus restrict ourselves to continuous random variables with �nitefourth moment. A typical example satisfying (A6) is a Gaussian distribu-tion. In view of this assumption,F (t; q�) = P ("k � t) = Z t�1 �"(s)ds and @F (t; q�)@t = �"(t): (4:2)9



Next, we set �nk = (@f(xk; �qn)=@q)(qn � q�); (4:3)where �qn is de�ned as in (3.1); that is,"nk = "k � �nk :By virtue of the de�nition of Ŵn(�),Ŵn(t) = 1pn nXk=1�[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk ))]� [F (t+ �nk )) � F (t)]�= 1pn nXk=1 �[If"k�tg]� F (t)�+ 1pn nXk=1 (F (t+ �nk ))� F (t))+ 1pn nXk=1�(If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )) � (If"k�tg � F (t))� :(4:4)This type of \splitting up" has been used by Durbin (see [7], [8]) inthe case of i.i.d. observations when F is evaluated using an estimatedparameter. To establish a weak convergence result for fŴn(�)g, we shallstudy the terms in (4.4), beginning with the last one. The details of thepresent case are quite di�erent from those of [7] and [8].Lemma 4.1. Under the conditions (A1)-(A6),1pn nXk=1�(If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk ))� (If"k�tg � F (t))� n�!0 in probability.(4:5)Proof: Suppose that � > 0: We may rewrite the left-hand side of (4.5)as 1pn nXk=1�(If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk ))� (If"k�tg � F (t))� Ifj�nk j��g+ 1pn nXk=1�(If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk ))� (If"k�tg � F (t))� Ifj�nk j>�g:(4:6)Since �nk converges in probability to 0 as n !1 uniformly in k � n,for any � > 0, we have that P [j�nk j > �] < �:10



For the second term in (4.6), using the de�nition of �nk , an applicationof the Chebyshev inequality gives,E ����� 1pn nXk=1�(If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )) � (If"k�tg � F (t))� Ifj�nk j>�g������ 4 1pn nXk=1P (j�nk j > �)� 4�2pn nXk=1 Mn Ejpn(qn � q�)j2� 4Mpn�2 ;where M = supx;q j@f=@qj: Having � > 0 �xed, letting n ! 1, the aboveterm tends to 0. Consequently, we need only look at the �rst term on theright-hand side of (4.6).For future use, note that when�� � �nk � �;If"k�t+�g � If"k�t+�nk g � 0; F (t+ �nk )� F (t� �) � 0: (4:7)Therefore, [If"k�t+�g � F (t� �)] � [If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )]: (4:8)A straight forward expansion of the �rst term on the right-hand sideof (4.6) leads to:E ����� 1pn nXk=1�[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )]� [If"k�tg � F (t)]� Ifj�nk j��g�����2= 1n nXj=1 nXk=1E �[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )]� [If"k�tg � F (t)]�� �[If"j�t+�nj g � F (t+ �nj )]� [If"j�tg � F (t)]� Ifj�nk j��gIfj�nj j��g= 1n nXj=1 nXk=1E [If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )][If"j�t+�nj g � F (t+ �nj )]� [If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )][If"j�tg � F (t)]� [If"k�tg � F (t)][If"j�t+�nj g � F (t+ �nj )]+ [If"k�tg � F (t)][If"j�tg � F (t)]!Ifj�nk j��gIfj�nj j��g: (4:9)11



Now, let the joint distribution of �nk and �nj be denoted by Pnk;j(�; �),and denote the distribution of �nk by Pnk (�): Using nested expectation, whenj 6= k we have for the �rst term in the last equality of (4.9) thatE[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )][If"j�t+�nj g � F (t+ �nj )]Ifj�nk j��gIfj�nj j��g=EE�[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )]Ifj�nk j��g� [If"j�t+�nj g � F (t+ �nj )]Ifj�nj j��g���(�nk ; �nj )�= Z E([If"k�t+ankg � F (t+ ank)]Ifjank j��g� [If"j�t+anj g � F (t+ anj )]Ifjanj j��g)dPnk;j(ank ; anj )= Z (E[If"k�t+ankg � F (t+ ank)]Ifjank j��g�E[If"j�t+anj g � F (t+ anj )]Ifjank j��g)dPnk;j(ank ; anj ) = 0:The cross term has no contribution to the limit, inequalities (4.7) and(4.8) then lead toE 1n nXj=1 nXk=1[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )][If"j�t+�nj g � F (t+ �nj )]I[j�nk j��]I[j�nj j��]= 1n nXk=1E[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )]2I[j�nk j��]� 1n nXk=1E[If"k�t+�g � F (t� �)]2�F (t+ �)� F (t� �)2: (4:10:1)Treating the second term of (4.9) in a similar manner, we see that thecross terms of the double sum drop out as well. The second term, thenbecomes�E 1n nXj=1 nXk=1[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )][If"j�tg � F (t)]I[j�nk j��]I[j�nj j��]= � 1n nXk=1E[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk )][If"k�tg � F (t)]I[j�nk j��]= � 1n nXk=1Z ��� E[If"k�t+ag � F (t+ a)][If"k�tg � F (t)] dPnk (a)� 1n nXk=1 Z ��� E[�If"k�t��gIf"k�tg+ If"k�t+�gF (t) + F (t+ �)If"k�tg � F (t� �)F (t)]dPnk (a)� 1n nXk=1 (�F (t) + 2F (t+ �)F (t)� F (t� �)F (t))P [j�nk j � �]� (�F (t) + 2F (t+ �)F (t) � F (t� �)F (t))P [M jqn� q�j � �]; (4:10:2)12



where M = supx;q j@f=@qj as above.The third term of (4.9) produces an identical bound. Applying theabove technique to the last term of (4.9), we �ndE 1n nXj=1 nXk=1[If"k�tg � F (t)][If"j�tg � F (t)]I[j�nk j��]I[j�nj j��]=1n nXk=1E[If"k�tg � F (t)]2I[j�nk j��]�F (t)� F 2(t): (4:10:3)Combining the bounds in (4.10.1), (4.10.2) and (4.10.3), we have for(4.9) thatE 1pn nXk=1�(If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk ))� (If"k�tg � F (t))�!2�F (t+ �) � F 2(t� �) + F (t)� F 2(t)+ 2 (�F (t) + 2F (t+ �)F (t)� F (t� �)F (t))P [M jqn� q�j � �]:Since P [M jqn� q�j � �]! 1 for any � > 0; and since F is continuous, thedesired result follows.In view of Lemma 4.1,Ŵn(t) = 1pn nXk=1�[If"k�t+�nk g � F (t+ �nk ))]� [F (t+ �nk )) � F (t)]�= 1pn nXk=1 �[If"k�tg]� F (t)�+ 1pn nXk=1 (F (t+ �nk ))� F (t)) + o(1)= Wn(t) + 1pn nXk=1[F (t+ �nk )� F (t)] + o(1); (4:11)where o(1) n�!0 in probability, and where Wn is the scaled process associ-ated with the \true" errors:Wn(t) = pn�Fn(t)� F (t)�:Examining the second term on the right-hand side of (4.11) closely, byvirtue of the strong convergence of qn and �qn, we note that1pn nXk=1[F (t+ �nk ) � F (t)] = 1n nXk=1�"(~t)@f 0(xk; �qn)@q pn(qn � q�)= 1n nXk=1�"(~t)@f 0(xk; q�)@q pn(qn � q�) + o(1)= �ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d���"(t)pn(qn � q�) + o(1)= �n(t) + o(1)13



where ~t takes values between t and t+ �nk and o(1) n�!0 in probability.As a result, we have thatŴn(t) = Wn(t) + �n(t) + o(1) (4:12)where o(1) n�!0 in probability. Our next lemma characterizes the limitingbehavior of the terms in the above expression for Ŵn:Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions (A1)-(A6), the following hold:(i) Wn(�) converges weakly to a stretched Brownian bridge (cf. [5]) processW 0(�), with mean EW 0(t) = 0 and covarianceEW 0(t1)W 0(t2) = min(F (t1; q�); F (t2; q�))� F (t1; q�)F (t2; q�):(ii) �n(t) converges weakly to a Gaussian process with E�(t) = 0 andcovarianceE�(t1)�(t2) = 2�2�"(t1)�"(t2)��ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�(x)T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d�(x)� :Proof: The proof of (i) can be found for example in [5], which uses astandard argument of weak convergence. As for (ii), we note that due tothe fact only �"(�) depends on t, it is easy to obtain the convergence of �nitedimensional distributions of �n(�) to that of �(�) in view of the asymptoticnormality of pn(qn � q�), (cf. Proposition 2.1 (3)). Likewise, it is easilyseen that f�n(�)g is tight. In addition, �(�) must have continuous pathsw.p.1 by the continuity of �"(�). Furthermore, simple calculations yield themean and covariance function as stated.The following lemma [9, Theorem 3.8.6] (see also [13, Theorem 3.3.3])will be used to prove the tightness of the sequence fŴn(�)g.Lemma 4.3. Suppose that yn(�) is a sequence of processes with paths inD(�1;1) satisfyinglim�!1 limn P � sup�T�t�T jyn(t)j � �� = 0 for each T <1: (4:13)Let Fnt = �fyn(s); s � tg and MnT be the collection of Fnt stopping times� such that j� j � T w.p.1. Iflim�!0 limn!1 sup�2MnT Eminf1; jyn(� + �)� yn(� )j2g = 0; (4:14)then fyn(�)g is tight in D(�1;1).Denote Zn(�) = Wn(�)+�n(�). Then Ŵn(�) = Zn(�)+o(1) with o(1) n�!0in probability. To prove the tightness of fŴn(�)g is equivalent to establish-ing the tightness of the sequence fZn(�)g.14



Lemma 4.4. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 4.1 are satis�ed. ThenfZn(�)g is tight in D(�1;1) and hence fŴn(�)g is tight in D(�1;1).Moreover, the limit of any convergent subsequence has continuous pathsw.p.1.Proof: We shall verify that (4.13) and (4.14) hold for the sequencefZn(�)g. First, notice thatjZn(t)j � jWn(t)j+ j�n(t)j:By virtue of Lemma 4.2, both fWn(�)g and f�n(�)g are tight. By using thetightness of fWn(�)g and f�n(�)g, (4.13) is easily veri�ed.Next, for each T <1 and �T � t � T , let Fnt = �fZn(s); s � tg andMnT denote the collection of Fnt stopping times � with j� j � T w.p.1. Wehave thatlim�!0 limn!1 sup�2MnT EjZn(� + �)� Zn(� )j2�2 lim�!0 limn!1 sup�2MnT E �E� jWn(� + �)�Wn(� )j2 + E� j�n(� + �) � �n(� )j2� ;(4:15)where E� denotes the conditioning with respect to the stopping time � .Examine the second term on the right-hand side of (4.15). Since �"(�)is continuous, it is uniformly continuous on [�T; T ]. It then follows thatfor some K > 0,lim�!0 limn!1 sup�2MnT EE� j�n(� + �) � �n(� )j2= lim�!0 limn!1 sup�2MnT EE� (�"(� + �) � �"(� ))2� ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�[n(qn� q�)(qn � q�)0] ZX @f(x; q�)@q d��K lim�!0 sup�2MnT E(�"(� + �) � �"(� ))2=0:The �rst term on the right-hand side of (4.15) also goes to zero. Thiscan be seen by using similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 andsome detailed estimates.Now by virtue of Lemma 4.2, the limit of Wn(�) has continuous pathswith probability one since it is a Brownian bridge. The continuity of �"(�)also implies that the limit of �n(�) has continuous paths with probabilityone. This completes the proof of this lemma.15



Lemma 4.5. Zn(�) ) W (�) (the symbol `)' denotes that `convergesweakly'), which is a Gaussian element with meanEW (t) = 0 (4:16)and covariance functionEW (t1)W (t2) = min�F (t1); F (t2)�� F (t1)F (t2)+ 2�"(t2) ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d�� �E"1�If"1�t1g � F (t1; q�)��!+ 2�"(t1) ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d�� �E"1�If"1�t2g � F (t2; q�)��!+ 2�2�"(t1)�"(t2)�ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d��: (4:17)Proof: First note that one of the crucial observations made in [3, 10]is that pn(qn � q�) = 2T �1pn nXk=1 @f(xk ; q�)@q "k + o(1);where o(1) n�!0 in probability. In view of the structure of Wn(�) and �n(�),together with the above observation, for each T <1 and each �T � t � T ,Zn(t) = Wn(t) + �n(t)= 1pn nXk=1�[If"k�tg � F (t)] + 2�"(t) ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1@f(xk ; q�)@q "k�+ o(1)= ~Zn(t) + o(1);where o(1) n�!0 in probability. Thus the limit problem of fZn(�)g reduces tothat of f ~Zn(�)g. By Lemma 4.4, f ~Zn(�)g is tight. Pick out any convergentsubsequence and denote the limit by W (�). ~Zn(t) can be thought of asa normalized sum of independent random variables. There are at most acountable number of points at whichPfW (t) 6= W (t�)g > 0:16



Let TP denote the complement of this set. Using an argument as inLinderberger-L�evy central limit theorem, it can be shown that for every�nite set ft1; : : : ; tkg � TP ,( ~Zn(t1); � � � ; ~Zn(tk))) (W (t1); � � � ;W (tk)) in distribution,i.e., the �nite dimensional distributions converge. Thus, ~Zn(�))W (�) andhence Zn(�) ) W (�) (cf. [5, Theorem 15.6], [9, Theorem 3.7.8]). Finally,direct computations yield the mean (4.16) and covariance (4.17).Putting things together, Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 yield:Theorem 4.6. Ŵn(�) converges weakly to a Gaussian element W (�) suchthat the mean and covariance functions of W (�) are given by (4.16) and(4.17), respectively.5. Two sample problemsWe consider the two sample problem. Let us take two samples ofobservations: Yk = f(xk; q�) + "k; 1 � k � n (5:1)~Yj = f(~xj ; q�) + ~"j ; 1 � j � m; (5:2)with sample size n and m, respectively.For these samples, using the long-run average cost as before, we con-struct two sequences of least squares estimates, fqng and f~qmg, respectively.Previously, an empirical stochastic process for two sample problemwas considered in [6] and [15]. The connection between the two sampleproblem and Cherno�-Savage theorem were discussed. Their results cannotbe applied to our problem due to the fact that in our case the estimatedparameters qn and ~qm, rather than the true parameter q�, are used.(A7) The assumptions (A1)-(A5) hold for both samples. For the secondsample, replace xk; "k, etc. by ~xk, ~"k, respectively.17



Proposition 5.1. Under (A7), the following claims hold:(1) qn n�!q� w.p.1, ~qm m�!q� w.p.1;(2) pn(qn � q�) is asymptotically normally distributed as n!1, and(3) pm(~qm � q�) is asymptotically normally distributed as m!1;qn � q� = 2T �1n nXk=1 @f(xk; q�)@q "k + on(1);~qm � q� = 2T �1m mXj=1 @f(~xj ; q�)@q ~"j + om(1);where pnon(1) n�!0 and pmom(1) m�!0 both in probability.De�ne "nk , F̂n(t), Fn(t), F (t) and Ŵn(t) etc. as before and de�ne:~"mj = ~Yj � f(~xj ; ~qm);Ĝm(t; ~qm) = 1m mXj=1 If~"mj �tgGm(t) = 1m mXj=1 If~"j�tgG(t; q�) = P (~"j � t)B̂m(t) = pm(Ĝm(t; ~qm) �G(t; q�)): (5:3)(A8) The sequences f"kg and f~"jg are independent and each has a com-mon continuous density function �"(�) and ~�~"(�), respectively, and E"41 <1, E~"41 <1. Furthermore, n=mn;m�!c0 > 0 a �xed constant.Theorem 5.2. (Glivenko-Cantelli Analogue) If (A7) and (A8) hold, thensupt jF̂n(t; qn) � F (t; q�)j n�!0 w.p.1,supt jĜm(t; ~qm)� G(t; q�)j m�!0 w.p.1.Remark: For the convergence alone, the full capacity of (A8) is notneeded. All we need is the continuity of F (�; q�) and G(�; q�). The proof ofthis theorem is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1.We wish to study the normalized sequenceĈn;m(t) =r mnn+m �[F̂n(t; qn) � F (t; q�)]� [Ĝm(t; ~qm)� G(t; q�)]�=r 1n+m �pmŴn(t) �pnB̂m(t)� (5:4)18



as n!1 and m!1.Rewrite the expression in (5.4) asĈn;m(t) = � 1nm + 1�1=2 Ŵn(t) �� 1mn + 1�1=2 B̂m(t)= � 1c0 + 1�1=2 Ŵn(t) �� 1c�10 + 1�1=2 B̂m(t) + onm(1); (5:5)where onm(1)n;m�!0 in probability. The last line above follows from the factn=m ! c0 and the weak convergence of Ŵn(�) and B̂m(�). Using similarargument as in Section 4, we can then derive the following asymptoticnormality result for the two sample problem.Theorem 5.3. Assuming (A7) and (A8), as n!1 and m!1, Ĉn;m(�)converges weakly to C(�) in D(�1;1) where C(�) is a Gaussian elementwith mean EĈ(t) = 0 (5:6)and covariance functionEC(t1)C(t2) = � 1c0 + 1�(min(F (t1; q�); F (t2; q�))� F (t1; q�)F (t2; q�)+ 2�"(t2)�ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d� �E"1 �If"1�t1g � F (t1; q�)���+ 2�"(t1)�ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d� �E"1 �If"1�t2g � F (t2; q�)���+ 2�2�"(t1)�"(t2)�ZX @f 0(x; q�)@q d�T �1 ZX @f(x; q�)@q d��)+� 1c�10 + 1�(min(G(t1; q�); G(t2; q�)) �G(t1; q�)G(t2; q�)+ 2~�~"(t2)�ZX @f 0(~x; q�)@q d� ~T �1 ZX @f(~x; q�)@q d� �E~"1 �If~"1�t1g �G(t1; q�)���+ 2~�~"(t1)�ZX @f 0(~x; q�)@q d� ~T �1 ZX @f(~x; q�)@q d� �E~"1 �If~"1�t2g �G(t2; q�)���+ 2~�2~�~"(t1)~�~"(t2)�ZX @f 0(~x; q�)@q d� ~T �1 ZX @f(~x; q�)@q d��):(5:7)19



Proof: Consider the pair (Ŵn(�); B̂m(�)). It is clear that (Ŵn(�); B̂m(�))is in D2(�1;1). We have shown that Ŵn(�) ) W (�) as n ! 1 andB̂m(�) ) B(�) as m ! 1. Owing to Theorem 3.2 in [5] (cf. also [5, pp.26]), the independence of Ŵn(�) and B̂m(�) implies that(Ŵn(�); B̂m(�))) (W (�); B(�)) as n!1; m!1:Now, (5.5) together with the Cram�er-Wold device (cf. [5, pp. 48]) yieldsthat Ĉn;m ) C(�) = � 1c0 + 1�1=2W (�)�� 1c�10 + 1�1=2B(�):It is easily seen that EC(t) = 0. Upon using the independence and theexpression (5.5) again, direct computations lead to the representation ofthe covariance of C(�).Remark: The above theorem can be readily generalized to many sampleproblems. Suppose we take l-samples with independent observationsY ik = f(xik; q�) + "ik; 1 � k � ni; i = 1; � � � ; l; (5:8)where the errors are distributed as F i:For these samples, construct the estimates fqinig, i = 1; � � � ; l and de�nethe approximate errors "nik = Y ik � f(xik ; qini): (5:9)Then we may examine the empirical distributions from these samples. LetF̂ ini(t) = 1ni niXk=1 If"nik �tgŴ ini(t) = pni �F̂ ini(t) � F (t)�ĈN (t) = lXi=1(�1)i�1� Ni(l � 1)N �12 Ŵ ini(t) (5:10)where N =Pli=1 ni and Ni =Pj 6=i nj : Our one sample result implies thatŴ ini(�) ) W i(�) as ni ! 1. Assuming that Ni=N ! �i > 0, Pli=1 �i =l�1. A straightforward extension of Theorem 5.3 yields that ĈN (�)) C(�)as ni ! 1, for i = 1; � � � ; l, with EW (t) = 0 and the covariance functionequal to a linear combination of that of W i(�), i = 1; � � � ; l.20



6. Concluding remarksWe have concentrated on the convergence and the rate of convergenceof empirical processes of residuals from nonlinear least squares estimationproblems. These processes can be used to answer many statistical questionsof interest in application problems. We are particularly interested in testingfor normality of the measurement errors and in determining whether or notcollections of errors are identically distributed.One of the di�culties with the above results is the nature of the limitingGaussian process. The covariance depends on the unknown parameter, andit also depends on derivatives of the model function with respect to theparameter. In the applications mentioned in the Introduction, the modelfunction is (a function of) the solution of a partial di�erential equation, sothat approximating the covariance of Ŵn is quite involved.We have begun studying the use of bootstrap methods for these prob-lems. In bootstrapping, one builds \bootstrap" data sets using qn and errorswhich are sampled from the empirical distribution. We have performed awide range of computational experiments, which are reported in [12]. Theresults contained therein are very promising. We feel that empirical dis-tribution techniques can provide important tools for inference problems in�tting distributed parameter models to observed data.
21
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